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Jotwell began on October 27, 2008 with the goal of identifying new and interesting legal scholarship. Over the past
seven years, Jotwell has recruited more than 300 Section and Contributing Editors who are leading academics (or in a
few cases leading practitioners) and asked them each to write a short essay once a year identifying one of the best
examples of recent scholarship relating to the law in their respective fields. This year, we wanted to reflect on where
Jotwell is, and attempt to measure how well it is achieving its goals.
Jotwell has two objectives. On the one hand, we wanted to provide a service for persons who are not trying to be
expert in a particular sub-field of law but still would like to keep up with the major developments in it. Given the
proliferation of law reviews, 1 and the resulting evolution away from having a few top journals act as the gatekeepers
for high-quality scholarship, 2 it is increasingly difficult for legal academics to know what is happening in their own
fields, let alone what is most important and relevant in other fields. We expected, therefore, that some of the reviews
would inevitably be of work by famous scholars and/or work appearing in top-ranked journals. On the other hand, we
hoped also that our reviewers would be moved to call attention to significant work published in less prestigious journals
and works authored by younger academics and others who were not yet widely recognized.
Although these goals were communicated to Jotwell’s Contributing Editors, and are noted in our author guidelines, we
did little behind the scenes to enforce or even incentivize adherence to either goal. Instead we let Jotwell’s editors
determine on their own what works of current scholarship they believe are worth recognition. Our thinking was that
having assembled such a talented group of contributors we should leave it to them to decide what they liked and
wanted to recommend.

This year, we set out to measure how much Jotwell is actually bringing new authors to light, and what fraction of the
reviews are of scholars who are already well-known and highly regarded. 3 The ideal mix, we thought, should have
some of each, but not too much of either one. We also sought to measure to what extent Jotwell’s reviewed author
pool reflects the legal academy as a whole. To find out, we examined a year (July 2014-2015) of Jotwell reviews. We
were happy to find that Jotwell is currently reviewing a broad spectrum of academics from schools throughout the
ranking pool; the one area we found that could use some improvement is that Jotwell’s reviewed pool lags behind the
legal academy as a whole in racial diversity.
Status
We first looked to the status of Jotwell’s reviewed authors to determine what roles these authors had in the legal
academy. Reviewed authors range from professors, researchers, and students to practitioners. However, the vast
majority of reviewed authors were tenured full professors (60%). Reviews of works by associate (14%) and assistant
(17%) professors constituted most of the remaining reviews. This emphasis on work by professors reflects the reality of
legal scholarship, which is generally authored by legal academics in teaching positions.
Student notes made up comparatively few (2%) of reviewed works. Though not numerically representative of legal
scholarship, which contains a significant percentage of student notes in law reviews, this proportion may be reasonable
given that student work is generally shorter and tends to be focused on narrower topics than faculty work. Fellows (3%)
and an additional small population of practitioners (2%) authored the remainder of reviewed articles in the sample.
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Jotwell’s reviewed authors thus reflect a relatively representative proportion of legal academia, with the vast majority
of reviewed work coming from law professors.

Figure 1: Status of Jotwell reviewed authors by current job title, as a proportion of all Jotwell reviews. N=194. (Click for larger version)

School Ranking
Jotwell’s editors reviewed authors affiliated with law schools up and down the legal hierarchy. Only 6% of Jotwell’s
reviewed authors were at schools ranked in the top 3 according to the US News and World Report’s 2015 rankings,
with an additional 18% at schools ranked 4 to 14. 22% were at schools ranked 15-40, 18% at schools ranked 40-80,
and 11% at school ranked 80+. 4% of authors were from unranked law schools. International authors constituted 10%
of those reviewed, and authors not employed at law schools were an additional 10% of those reviewed.
This is broadly reflective of the diversity of institutions that Jotwell’s editors hale from, but contrasts sharply with the
much less diverse institutional origions of those published in top law journals. 4 Five percent of Jotwell’s editors were
at schools ranked 1-3 in US News’ 2015 rankings, 12% at schools ranked 4-14, 23% at schools ranked 15-40, and
27% at schools ranked 41-80. Fourteen percent were from schools ranked 80+ and 4% from unranked domestic law
schools. An additional 11% of editors work at international universities and 1% are not affiliated with law schools.
Jotwell’s reviewed authors come not just from top law schools but from low-ranked and even unranked schools.
Jotwell in this sense is achieving its goal of recognizing legal scholarship regardless of its source. We note also the
appreciable number of non-US-based scholars and non-lawyer scholars recognized in Jotwell reviews.
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Figure 2: School rankings of the employers of Jotwell reviewed authors. Rankings based on the 2015 US News and World Reports Law School Rankings. N=
192. (Click for larger version)

Law Review Ranking
Jotwell editors chose to review articles published by law reviews from throughout the ranking pool. More than 20% of
reviewed articles appeared in law reviews ranked outside the top 80 according to Washington & Lee’s 2014 law review
rankings, with 7% from reviews ranked 40-80, and 20% in law reviews ranked 15-40. Less than 20% of the reviewed
articles were published in the top 14 law reviews. In addition to using Washington and Lee’s specific ranking of law
reviews, we also ranked journals based on the rank of their affiliated school in the US News’ 2015 rankings as another
indicator of relative prestige. The major differences in these two rankings are apparent at the extreme ends of the
scale, where subject-specific journals from top law schools are ranked highly by US News but appear much lower in
Washington & Lee’s rankings (where top spots are occupied by general law reviews). As such, 27% of Jotwell’s
reviewed articles were in journals ranked in the top 14 according to US News rankings, 19% in journals ranked 15-40,
9% in journals ranked 40-80, and 1% in journals affiliated with schools ranked 80 and above. We also note that 18% of
Jotwell reviews were of books and 15% were of articles appearing in non-law journals, which are not included in these
rankings. Jotwell’s editors are thus frequently reviewing articles from outside top law journals, suggesting that Jotwell
is achieving its goal of identifying quality legal scholarship regardless of where it is published.
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Figure 3: Rankings of Law Reviews publishing Jotwell’s reviewed articles. US News Rankings represent the ranking of the school the law review is affiliated
with. Washington & Lee rankings are the 2014 rankings of the law reviews themselves. The N/A category includes unpublished papers, non-law journals and
other law journals not ranked by the chosen institution (i.e. law reviews not affiliated with a specific school were considered N/A for US News rankings). N=
192. (Click for larger version)

Race and Gender
Despite the diversity of its reviewed authors with respect to the ranking of home institutions, it appears that the authors
reviewed in Jotwell were less racially diverse than the legal academy as a whole. In 2009, the last year for which the
AALS published demographic statistics, approximately 72% of the legal academy was white, 5 and we trust that the
percentage is if anything smaller today. As best we can determine, Jotwell reviewed authors were about 89% white in
2015. 6 Of the remaining reviewed authors, 6% were Asian, 4% African-American and 1% other races. This represents
a significantly less diverse spectrum than that currently present in the legal academy. However, the racial diversity of
Jotwell’s reviewed authors is almost exactly reflective of Jotwell’s reviewers: as far as we can determine, about 90%
of Jotwell’s reviewers are White, 5% Asian, 3% African-American and 2% other races. This suggests an area where
we could improve.
The gender make-up of Jotwell reviewed authors on the other hand is more reflective of the gender balance in legal
academia as a whole. Sixty-five percent of Jotwell authors reviewed in 2014-2015 were male. This is comparable to the
legal academy, which at least in 2009 was about 62% male. 7 The gender makeup of Jotwell’s reviewers is slightly
more balanced than the legal academy as a whole, with 54% males and 46% females.
Thank You
In sum, Jotwell reviews consider authors from throughout the legal academy, both those that are established full
professors at top-tier law schools, as well as non-tenured professors at lower-ranked schools and also a small number
of students and practitioners. Jotwell additionally brings attention to international scholars and other non-law professors
whose work is relevant to legal academics. Finally, we note that in the 2014-2015 year two out of the 194 authors
reviewed were reviewed more than once by Jotwell editors.
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Happily, the results presented above seem broadly consistent with the achievement of Jotwell’s twin mission: noting
major new contributions in the field and highlighting writing by academics from throughout legal academia. Some work
remains to be done to encourage reviewers to think about whether Jotwell’s reviews are proportionally reflective of the
racial diversity of legal academia. We hope nevertheless that Jotwell is proving itself as a source for celebrating the
best new legal scholarship, wherever it comes from. We thank our editors and contributors for their diligence and
insight in helping us identify this scholarship and we thank our readers for helping make Jotwell a success.
Annie Brett is a JD/PhD Candidate, University of Miami, and a Jotwell Student Editor, 2015.
A. Michael Froomkin is the Laurie Silvers & Mitchell Rubenstein Distinguished Professor of Law, University of Miami,
and Jotwell’s Editor-in-Chief. 8

1. The number of law reviews increased from approximately 60 in 1960 to 616 in 2010. Alena L. Wolotira, From a
Trickle to a Flood: A Case Study of the Current Index to Legal Periodicals to Examine the Swell of American
Law Journals Published in the Last Fifty Years (June 21, 2011), available at SSRN.
2. Although no longer seen as gatekeepers for quality scholarship, the top journals are effectively gatekeepers in
a different sense: the institutional affiliations of the authors. For example, in the 2014-2015 issues of the
Harvard, Yale and Stanford law reviews, over 60% of the scholars published were at schools in the top 10,
while less than 15% were from schools outside the top 20 (N = 106). See also Reza Ibadj, Fashions and
Methodology, in Rethinking Legal Scholarship: A Transatlantic Interchange (forthcoming), available at SSRN
(finding that 71% of articles published in top 20 law journals were authored by academics at top 20 law
schools).
3. For a suggestion to this effect, see Sergio Campos, Something I Do Not Like Lots, PrawfsBlawg (October 11,
2012).
4. See supra, note 2.
5. Prior to 2009, the AALS published annual demographic statistics of law professors. They have not published
any demographics since 2009, so these figures may be out of date. See Meera E. Deo, Looking Forward to
Diversity in Legal Academia, 29 Berkeley J. Gender L. & Just. 352, 357 (2014).
6. Jotwell race statistics do not represent self-identification by law professors and consequently may contain
inaccuracies.
7. Jotwell gender statistics do not represent self-identification by law professors and consequently may contain
inaccuracies.
8. Cite as: Annie Brett & A. Michael Froomkin, What We Like, JOTWELL (October 27, 2015),
https://jotwell.com/what-we-like/.
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